An automated active sonar classifier is representation [l,2,3].
INTRODUCTION 2. SONAR MODEL
In active sonar, a return from a target is often analyzed in a time-frequency
The active sonar data model assumed here uses the output of the fourth-order cumulant spec t rum [4] , where, cq ( T~, T~, 7 3 ) , is the fourt h-order cumulant. Details of the fourth-order cumulant and spectrum can be found in [5] . Here, a special case will be used to extract information from the impulse response of a rigid sphere, a thin elastic steel sphere, and a thin elastic lucite sphere. The impulse reponses of the spheres were obtained from a program Junger and Feit [6] . (3) thin elastic lucite sphere, designated Classification is based on the compo-as class 3, nents of the fourth-order cumulant spectrum. For each return a set of components are extracted and sent to the sequential classifier. In general all components of the fourth-order cumulant spectrum could be extracted and used for classification. But this would require a significant processing capability. Here a judicious selection of components were extracted and used in the classifier. Future work will include all components in the classifier.
The fourth-order cumulant spectra for the spheres are shown below:
(1) rigid sphere, designated as class 1, The axes for each figure are in normalized frequency. Since the patterns depicted above are all distinctive, a classifier properly encoded when presented with the data from one class could in principle decide cor-in the covariance matrices. For the data rectly. In practice noise and resolution will given above the samples were assumed inlimit performance. Here, only a small num-dependent and to have zero mean. However, ber of samples from each class are used in the classifier can encode correlated and nonthe classification simulation. to demonstrate zero mean samples in more general cases. the method. Actually, two :simulations were Given a sequence of returns the sequential performed with the data. In the first case classifier decides which class is present based the data were used as given. In the sec-on the covariance matrices representing the ond case the data were compressed or nor-classes. malized. This case proved to be difficult for Since each class is modeled as a multithe classifier because of the reduced dynamic dimensional ~~~~~i~~ the loglikelirange of the data. The symmetry in the pat-hood ratio of two classes is terns above appear to aid identification. But samples from only one octant in each fourthorder cumulant spectrum were chosen to encode the sequential classifier.
ACTIVE SONAR SEQUENTIAL CLASSIFICATION
2-
Since the fourt h-order cumulant spec-where, trum is in general a compllex function, its -X = components can be represen.ted by two mulTo simplify the analysis without losing gen-is a vector representing the components of erality only the real Part of the output of the fourth-order cumulant spectrum for each the fourth-order cumulant spectrum will be return, p , q = 0,1,2,3, p # q, represent the considered. Therefore, the components of four classes, and, n is a random variable repthe fourth-order a u m k d spectrum Will be resenting the number of returns required to represented by a multidimensional Gaussian m&e a decision. The matrices of (3.1) are density function over all returns. This as-defined as, tidimensional probability density functions. [xll(1),xlz(q, ..., x M D ( q , " ' 7 X M D ( n ) ] , sumption could perhaps be extended to nonGaussian densities by utilizing mixtures of Gaussians [7] . But this will 'be left to future work.
for, m = 0,1,2,3, over all returns. These For each class the information from a set results can easily be extended to higher diof components of the fourt h-order cumulant mensions. spectrum are encoded into a, covariance ma- 
termined from equations (3.3) and (3.4).
CASE 1 UNNORMALIZED DATA: (3.3)
The following four figures represent the first four returns. The figure on the left is for
The parameters, a , and, /3, represent the false alarm and false dissmissal probabilities, respectively. If, hnpq 2 a, H p is decided, if, hnpq 5 b, H , is decided. Whereas, if, b < Rnpq < a, it is not used in the decision at this return. In the simulations, a = P, therefore, b = --a. Two sets of thresholds will be considered in the simulations. There's one missclassification in the left figure, none in the right figure but classification is deferred more frequently.
. RESULTS

FIRST RETURN (CASE 1)
In the simulations four hypotheses or classes representing the data discussed in section 2 will be considered. In the figures, - Even at the twentyfifth return errors occur in both figures. However, less errors occur in the right figure because of the deferred decision strategy.
